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This modern morality tale by gifted writer and speaker Andy Andrews teaches seven fundamental
strategies for creating a successful life. Much like the best-selling books by Og Mandino, this unique
narrative is a blend of entertaining fiction, allegory, and inspiration. Storyteller Andy Andrews gives a
front-row seat for one man's journey of a lifetime. David Ponder has lost his job and the will to live.
When he is supernaturally selected to travel through time, he visits historical figures such as
Abraham Lincoln, King Solomon, and Anne Frank. Each visit yields a Decision for Success that will
one day impact the entire world
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Andy Andrews absolutely practices what he preaches. His little 'novel' cum self-help book has
become widely popular since its introduction to the mass market in 2002. And there is a reason why.
Aside from the personal biographical data that the author lived as a street person for a period in his
life before he took charge and made changes in his philosophy that led to his rather startling
success as a comedian, an advisor, an inspirational speaker and an author, Andrews knows how to
capture the attention of his audience, lead them through his concepts of the Seven Decisions the
Determine Personal Success in the guise of a novel, and follows up his service to mankind with
variations of his original platform. Not only is Andy Andrews an inspirational writer, but he is also a
successful marketer!The original book THE TRAVELER'S BOOK is so well known that repeating a
summary is unnecessary. Very succinctly, David Ponder is at the end of his rope financially,

emotionally, and physically when he happens to have an auto accident, an event which triggers a
time travel where he meets and gathers advice from King Solomon, Harry Truman, Anne Frank,
Abraham Lincoln, Colonel Joshua Chamberlain, Christopher Columbus, and the angel Gabriel, each
of whom delivers him a message of how to enhance life. Those seven decisions are 1)The buck
stops here: Adversity is preparation for greatness, 2) I will seek wisdom: I will choose my friends
with care, 3) I am a person of action: I can make a decision and I can make it now, 4) I have a
decided heart: My destiny is assured, 5) Today I will choose to be happy; I am the possessor of a
grateful heart, 6) I will greet this day with a forgiving spirit: I will forgive myself, and 7) I will persist
without exception: I will find way where there is no way.

The Traveler's Gift is a book of success principles told as a parable. It has several points in common
with many other books in the self-help genre. On the plus side, if you study and follow the principles,
you will probably benefit. On the downside, it is not especially original and it's not a book you would
read for its literary qualities. This book also has a certain spiritual and political slant that will appeal
to many readers but will alienate others. The hero of the story is David Ponder, a man down on his
luck who, after an accident, finds himself hurled through history meeting many famous (and a
couple of not so famous) leaders and other heroic figures. This includes two American presidents,
Lincoln and Truman, Christopher Columbus, Ann Frank and King Solomon. The spiritual slant is
definitely Judeo-Christian, with the archangel Gabriel even making an appearance. I suppose this
aspect of the book can be appreciated as a parable even for those who don't share the author's
religious perspective. The political slant I found a bit more problematic. Anyone who has qualms
about the conventional American interpretation of historical events such as the dropping of the
atomic bomb on Japan, the noble motives of Christopher Columbus or the pure idealism of Lincoln
and the Union during the Civil War might be distracted from the self-help aspect of the book and
question some of the author's assumptions and historical sources. It may be that he is aiming his
message at a very specific type of reader and is not concerned with such possible objections. This
bias, no doubt, is reflected in the success principles themselves, which are mostly very macho and
gung-ho (one notable exception is the section on forgiveness), with many military analogies .
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